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About This Game

Miami Cruise is a game inspired by retrowave aesthetics.
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You're a hovercar driver, on an infinite beautiful map, you need to dodge other cars that will come across in order to stay alive.

By getting close to them you will gain score and increase your combo, keep your feet on the accelerator if you want to keep your
combo, and never get off the road too long or you might die.

Your score will be published on the leaderboard, will you be the best among your friends.. or maybe in the world ?

Take a ride, and chill out.

Features :

 Arcade mode (solo)
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 Beautiful retrowave aesthetics

 Amazing synthwave tracks

 Controller support

 Steam leaderboard

 Steam stats & achievements

 Windows & Mac supported, Linux soon available
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Title: Miami Cruise
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
MK Games
Publisher:
MK Games
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+

Processor: i3 1.8 ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 / Intel HD 520 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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10/10 Would go plaid again. Not gonna lie, worth the 69 cents, the only huge issue i have is that it gets hard to see things
through the coins.. Just about won this game so here is my review:

TLDR: 10/10 Best Stealth game series on Steam right now.

You have to be a lot more cunnnig than in most of the stealth games. This is very realistic. Unlike HITMAN there is no "Body
box" near every kill. You have to actually find hiding spots.

The strategy is the best part of this game. It lets you choose your equiptment! (or hit the button for a recommended loadout). So
basically you are pretty much open to do whatever you want withthis game.

Ways to kill in this game :

*Total stealth. - Sneak up on them and Garrotte, or Chloriform them.
*Brutal Stealth. - Cut their throat, Beat them up with your fists, Hit them with countless blunt objects.
*Non-Stealth. - Landmines, Booby trap bodies, Rig doors to explode, or set up countless "scripted events" to happen.
*Stealth at a distance. Throw Knives. Throw Coffeecups, and otehr map objects. Use silenced guns (including silenced sniper
rifles.)

Lots of startout items!!
Poision
First aid
Throwing knifes
Garotte
Chloriform
landmines
Grenades
Huge selection of guns. Every mission has its own unique guns too it seems.

The maps are really BIG when needed, You truly get an "Open world" feel to the missions. Windows are realistic too, you can
see inside every building!. Im enjoying this game, but I got what seems to be close to the end, and it seems to freeze on the
screen after you open the chest? On the screen 'You made your selection and slide a key into each lock..." and there is no way to
procede... Is this a bug?. for a zobie game realy is cute and funny lol i highly recommend it personal rating 10\/10. nice game,
nice community, so much LOL while playing with other player

i really love ball game. Repeatedly crashes whenever I try to start it up and the one time I acually loaded in to it, there was no
one.. It's a short game unfortunately, but it's very interesting, especially with the 2 epilogues. Everything that's a bit sad though
makes the game more interesting is the trap that makes the difference between ending 7 and ending 8.. I played beta from a long
time and it's awesome. I love how this horror is building tense without rough jumpscares. If you want play Amnesia but in Space
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- check out Phantaruk.. This game is like having diarrhea on a saturday morning while puking up all the beer from the night
before. It's just not fun. But..
IGN Rate 10/10
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Fun tower defense game that succeeds where a lot of other TD games have failed. It is smart in how ramps up the difficulty and
has a great "one more time" feeling. Wonderful game for the price.

Quibbles:
* Make sure you have a good CPU, especially if you're running the Vive Wireless Adapter. I have an i5-65k with a 1080, and I
had to scale the graphics way back to avoid the fuzzies.
* Love the flexibility in where I put the towers, but dropping them, they sometimes float a little off if I don't hold my hand
exactly still.
* I would appreciate being able to pick up towers without bending all the way over.. Excellent game for nerve relaxation.. This
game looks great, had a nice tension about it and the puzzles were of the "I'll use a hint" followed by "I could have worked this
out" variety.

I'd buy a full game of this is the Devs enhanced the environment physics, ie a chain hanging from the roof that your hand just
passes through rather than starts swinging doesn't really cut it anymore in VR. And the frustration of the watch mechanic not
working because it's misaligned with your actual wrist is infuriating.

These are points that are probably being fixed, and if they are this opening level was sufficiently impressive to make me
intruiged about a full version with more locations and an evolving story.. 10/10 stop selling crack to the community. This game
you play as a Monster from the Sea(which is cool). You are trying to figure out what this world is and are expirementing with
the human creatures that interact with you. They will either like or dislike you depending on your choices. Also the color pelette
used for this game is great. I look foward to the next game created by Future Proof.. I know this game since I was very young
and it's still fun to play when I'm 20s.

The game's concept is simple to easily understand and it has mini games to enjoy as designing my own pizzas and do-as-it-shows
stuff.

The more further level,
the more difficult that made me have to manage to get both cash and combos better.
Really recommend!

I'm glad to be able to purchase it legally and have found it work properly after updating from Windows 7 to 10.. This game has
been abandoned by Linden Labs.

Patch notes - v0.9.223 - Feb 22nd, 2019:
To the victor, go the spoils! Achievements are officially launched.
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Patch notes - v0.9.223 - Feb 22nd, 2019

1. ACHIEVEMENTS! A whole host of challenges have just been released in the form of Achievements! Some of you busier
players may have unlocked a few of them already, but there will be plenty more for you have a go at! Plus, we'll be releasing
more achievements in future updates! Check them out from the main menu scroll!

2. Several small bug fixes.

3. Level 3 graphics are now so tightened up that they may explode any second. You have been warned.

KNOWN ISSUE WITH ACHIEVEMENTS: VR players may not get a notification in-game when an achievement is
unlocked. You **will** be awarded the achievement and will be able to confirm it in Steam or from the main menu scroll in the
Realm, but the notification at the moment you gain the achievement may be missing :( Sorry about that. We're looking into it.. 
Alpha 12.7 - Monster Bug Fix and Grrrumble Update:
Small update tonight but it includes a HUGE fix for the monster bug I mentioned in an earlier announcement.

Monsters who took damage from dash attacks and acid weapons would get confused and try to attack the acid (the thing that
was hurting them) rather than the player. This caused all sorts of problems, including making monsters invulnerable, making
them run away from you (trying to find the acid!) and making quest completes fail.

I've turned off the elemental effects for weapons for now. I'm probably going to redo them sometime soon. Took me all night to
find this one and I want to thank those that posted the bug and sent the log files!

This update also includes a change to the Grrrumble quest. The quest is no longer rare and should appear as a normal Story
Quest once you have a Stonemason.

Grrrumble is also sporting the new Copper Ram Helmet. Sorry, he gets it before you do. Look at him...he's a huge Earth
Elemental, how am I supposed to tell him "no"?! :)
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Also fixed a typo on the description for the Fishing Pier that said you could only have three. You can have four.. Little
announcement!:

Hello, adventurers! How is you day!
We are here to announce some great news. It's just a rumour, but who knows.. We are preparing new recipes, new buildings,
moreover, there will even be new buildings! Can you imagine?. In Development - New Story Quests!:
It's been a while since I added new Story Quests to HammerHelm and most of the current story quests have been outdoor
decorations. I've been wanting to add more indoor stuff too.
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So, a quick sneak peek of four new story quests (some based on your ideas!) with two outdoor and two indoor.

Crystal Mines and Fun With Spores
The first two are both themed around cave items. Giant glowing mushrooms and a cave crystal. I might involve Grrrumble with
these quests, still not sure. Also, I want to make combat optional in at least one of these so that's going to mean some updating of
the quest and cave system.

Can Never Have Enough
A dwarf wants to brew his own beer at home. Help get the materials to build the kegs!
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Paintings
Another quest from a Dwarf who loves to paint. Help get the supplies!

As always, completing these quests will add the unique items to your town in addition to giving the permanent mood buff to the
Dwarf who asked for your help.

And, it's 5:00am here so I should probably start thinking about going to bed. :). Update:
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Here is new game update.

1. Item labels added!
2. Some bug fixes.

Thank you for playing!
. Игра Переведена на Русский:
Русский язык теперь доступен в игре в "Настройках"(Options) благодаря Klopcheg.

Оставьте ему хороший комментарий на его профиле :^). Deiland New planet, new mysteries, new quests!:

Adventurers!

A fresh update with new planet, new mysteries and with a 35% discount!

You've already transformed Deiland planet into a comfortable world with a beautiful landscape, where you can water your
plants and construct new devices peacefully. However, the adventure calls!

Now you can visit a new planet full of secrets to be uncovered. It is better for you to reach it first so you find everything
untouched.

Sweet soundtrack, beautiful and vivid graphics, charismatic heroes and many other things await!

No time for spoilers, hurry up!
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